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O V E R V I E W
In my view, LinkedIn is the quintessential social
media site that Business to Business (B2B)
individuals and companies should engage in.
There are well over 100 million LinkedIn users in
the USA, alone. More importantly one in three
professionals on the planet are on LinkedIn
including 41% of the millionaires.
Note that I said engage.
In order to profit using LinkedIn you must be
engaged. You must consciously network in order
to extract the greatest value. But you don't have
to monitor the site 24/7 because you can set
alarms to let you know when you need to
engage.
What can you do with it?
This powerful tool allows you to:
1. Increase your visibility as an individual

professional, or consultant within the
community you serve as well as prospects
for your services. This dual nature
exposure is what many overlook opting to
join their industry groups rather than those
their ideal clients my frequent. You need
to be visible in both to reap the greatest
benefits.
2. Show your expertise through interaction

with other professionals in both groups
and individually by becoming a “go-to”
resource. The way you interact will forever
position you in the minds of both
audiences. You can be contrarian if you
are not offensive in presenting your
beliefs. Third party facts in support of your
views many times can generate lengthy
discussions which make you more
memorable.

3. Build a persona that, over time, can

establish you and your firm as a reputable,
highly visible expert that can be trusted.
(Though many would call this branding it is
only part of all the actions you must
consistently portray in order to become
perceived in a singular way or branded.)
4. Get prospects to come to you through a

combination of networking, thought
leadership, insider knowledge and lead
nurturing. An open, inviting approach to
connecting can be very helpful in this
regard. You never know who will refer you
so treat all invitations to connect with
courtesy.
5. Establish worldwide connections that

can enhance your expertise, provide
referrals and get you out in front regarding
new developments in your area of
expertise. (My CRM know-how and
knowledge of new technologies is a result
of contacts around the world that let me
know when something new is coming. I've
learned of new automated marketing
software in beta, new small business CRM
options and impressive products in both
areas that are available only to service
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P R O F I L E
Getting started.
In order to understand the key components of a
presence on LinkedIn do this experiment:
1. Do a google search on your name (or a
friend's).
2. Look for a listing of linked in profiles with
that name (usually there will be one for all
the folks with that name)

• Your Photo
• Your Name
• Your “Hook”
• Your home base and your specialty
• Your Current Employer
• Your Past Employers
• Your Education
• Your Summary or “Hold”

3. Click on the

listing
4. On the next

screen find the
individual's
listing.
5. You'll see
something that
looks like this:
6. Click on the View
Full Profile
Button (If you are
already a
member you will
be prompted to
log in. If not,
you'll be offered
a free
membership.)
7. Review your site
or that of your
friend in three
different views by
clicking the
control button at
the top of the
screen just below
the navigation
bar that says:
“This is what
your profile looks
like to.” The
three options
are: Public,
Connections ,
and Your view

Public View (above) lists others with
the same name on right, your key data
at top left and lower down the data
you’ve provided regarding Summary,
Experience, Projects, Volunteering &
Causes, Skills, Certifications, Education
and Groups.
Connection View (above right) includes
expanded data on the above (including
video, slide shows, etc., instant access
to posts, plus recommendations and
contact data
Your View (lower right) where you edit.

‘

Building your profile (to edit click Profile |
Edit and the pencil symbol when you
mouseover)

D O
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D O N T

Your Photo can make or break you. Do not
use the default.
Not having a photo is a slap in the face to the
visitor that took the time to find you. It is a
confirmation if they know you or think so
If the two of you have never met your photo is
your first impression. Make sure it conveys
your business personality. It needs to look
professional but approachable, successful but
welcoming.

Shoot from below
Front for Trust
Smile (with your eyes)
Fill the space

Use the default
Use the company logo
Use a “selfie” or a
photo from a party

Do not use your company logo in lieu of a
personal photo. That goes on a corporate
page not on your personal profile.
It should show you and you alone. Don't clip
one from a “selfie” of you and a friend. Forget
using that shot a friend grabbed of you at a
party.
Make sure it is recent. Too often people use
the last photo they had taken by a professional
even though it is ten years old. If you ever
meet in person, even via skype, they may not
recognize you
Photo tips that can work for you.
1. Control the angle When you are seen

from above the viewer believes you are
weak and need protection. But when
seen from below you are considered
more sociable, self-confident and
attractive according to research
conducted at the University of Brussels
by F. Karimov.
2. Front for Trust When we see someone

whose whole body is straight on to us
we find them more trustworthy
according to Karimov's research.
3. Smile with your eyes. I first heard this

piece of advice in master's acting class.
It is easy to understand. Look at a

Tilt your head
Appear in special
places
Be real

Use someone else’s
photo
Have limited contrast
Smirk

photo of yourself when you were obviously
happy. Then look at a selfie where you are
forcing a smile. The difference can be
painfully obvious. It is those little crow's
feet seen when we are really happy.
People feel the difference.
4. A smirk is self sabotage It is the

universal sign of disdain which is exhibited
by a one-sided mouth raise. It will drive
people away from you in droves.
5. Fill the space to appear confident,

powerful and charismatic. Point your
forehead and chest up and roll your
shoulders back. Remove barriers between
you and the viewer. Uncross those arms
so your torso and chest are not hidden.
Photo file can be jpg, gif or png 4MB or less.
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Your Hook* (To edit, mouseover and click the
pencil)
My Hook

Your LinkedIn “Hook” is the words that appear
just to the right of your photo and below your
name. The default is your title if you don't write
something to go here.
Your Hook follows you around LinkedIn wherever
someone looks for information about you. You'll
find it on your homepage, your newsfeed and
your second generation connections.
Most importantly, when you send a request to
connect the only part of your profile that appears
are your photo and Hook.
When people search it is your photo and your
Hook that appear! He or she that has the best
look and the best Hook get further interest.
You only get 120 characters for your Hook. If
you've learned 30-Second MarketingTM* that will
be no trouble. Here are some thought starters:
1. It is the beginning of a conversation,

not a commercial. Answer the question
“What do you do?” in a way that is
conversational, not a commercial. You
want to stimulate further interest not
answer in a way that turns people off.
Curiosity is what you're after.
2. It should include search terms that

bring ideal clients to you. What key
words describe your capabilities? Are
there words that potential clients use to
find your services? When you ask
customers how they found you, what do
they say? Is there a competitor that
provides a similar service? Try searching
your industry in another city or state. What
sort of descriptions do you find? Can you
do something similar?
3. It needs to cite a benefit if possible. At

one point I found that people were
searching for web site development
capabilities. I would stand up at a
Chamber of Commerce meeting and
introduce myself by saying, “I'm Jerry

Fletcher. I run Z-axis Marketing, Inc. We
build web sites that make rain.” Then I
would sit down and wait until the end of
the meeting for 3 to 5 people to line up to
talk to me. I would ask them why they
were interested. Nearly all of them wanted
to have more control over their sites. Most
actually agreed they wanted to be able to
make minor changes themselves.
But the reason they wanted to talk was
that they were sure that with just a little
work their website could be more
profitable.
Make sure your Hook implies a benefit.

*I’m not tongue tied now
Advertisement

when someone asks, 30
“What do you Do?” Second
Marketing

TM

With this networking secret you can build
new business on and off-line because you
will no longer be at a loss for words.
No more memorizing Elevator speeches.
You’ll learn how to have a conversation
instead of delivering a commercial.
Simply tell people what you do in a way
that “hooks ‘em.” This practical approach
was developed over 20 years as a marketing
consultant to entrepreneurs, consultants and
professionals across every major industry.
It was used to raise 1/2 Million dollars funding
for a start up in 17 days and has generated
hundreds of new clients and customers.
Complete ½ day workshop now available on
DVD at www.Z-axisMarketing.com
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Your LinkedIn Summary
The Summary must be considered a critical
element in your marketing communications
strategy. The order can be changed but I
suggest keeping it second.

effectiveness. It should, in some form, be on
most pages of your website not to mention in just
about every form of communications you use.
The trick is to vary it just enough to make it fresh
and interesting in all those places while
maintaining the key words for search results.

If you’ve mastered 30-Second MarketingTM this
sort of writes itself. If not...

It has to clearly answer these questions:
· What product or service is your company
selling?
· What benefit do I (or my company) get out
of using it?
· Am I the target customer/user it is
intended for?
· Is it for a specific need, use or occasion?
· How is yours unique from the alternatives?

Do you have a value proposition?

What does your Value Proposition include?

When your offering must be made in a slew of
media you need to have a singular reference to
the content expressed. This presentation is
always in greater depth than a Positioning line
or a “tagline.”

Here is the copy from the About page of Gail
Tycer's Website. With minor fine tuning it could
become her LinkedIn Summary:

At a minimum your summary must be a version
of your Value Proposition that includes a call to
action. In my case I've added a video that asks
for the order. You can add videos, slide shows
and other alternatives to make your summary
special.

No matter who works with the copy and the
visuals you present, they must be cognizant of
this information and how it is stated. It must be
directed to a singular target audience and:
1. Be easily understood
2. Use concrete terms about what I'm
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

going to get when I buy & use it.
Help me know how it is different from
competitor offerings.
Not include hype, superlatives and
insider jargon.
Provide examples of the benefits you
deliver
Take only a few seconds to read.
Stay consistent over multiple mediums
and technologies.

Your Value Proposition when used in your
LinkedIn summary is a promise. It tells the
potential customer what expectations will be
fulfilled when they buy from you. It is a clear
statement, usually a paragraph in length.
It should be consistent with the home page or
landing page of your web site and, tested for

Gail Tycer helps organizations and
individuals build strong, immediately
usable business communication skills.
Professional business writer and editor, author, blogger,
columnist, speaker, consultant, and coach, Gail Tycer,
M.S., CBC, has spent a lifetime studying, applying, and
teaching the thought process and techniques that result
in clear, fast, results-oriented writing, and attentionholding presentations.
Step-by-step, Gail shares what works, what doesn't,
and why in her workshops and break-out sessions.
As a result of Ms.Tycer's strategic business
communication concepts, thousands of business men
and women across the country - just like your people have become more effective, more productive.
Gail has been an advertising agency president, public
relations director, radio and television personality and
executive, and college professor. She has worked with
top national and international firms, and has published
materials ranging from books and articles for the popular
market to technical material for specialized audiences.
Call today to schedule a get-acquainted meeting.

The right mindset. All the rest of your profile
edits must be consistent with information
elsewhere. Take the time to go through each
from a client or referral sources’ mindset.
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N E T W O R K
LinkedIn is, at the heart of it, is an on line
networking and contact management tool that
has the benefit of not having to enter all the data
yourself. In fact, because each user enters
her/his own data it tends to be more complete in
some areas.

for building your network with the People You
May Know feature.
Who should you connect with?
Both outbound and inbound requests to connect
require a strategy that is consistent.

Just as in face to face networking
you have to take the initiative.
There are multiple ways:
1.
Ask someone to connect
2.
One-to-one conversations
3.
Ask for an introduction
4.
Join a group
5.
Speak up in a group
6.
Start a group
7.
Publish

1&2

1&2

4&5
3
6

Upload existing contacts
and connect.
LinkedIn allows you to import your
existing e-mail contacts. You can
upload from your G-mail, Outlook or Yahoo
database. (Note that you can export your
contacts at any time as well).
How to Upload: Go to Connections on the
Navigation bar, click Add Connections. Select
your e-mail provider and follow the directions.

Who you connect
with should be
based on your
discretionary rules.
Some people will not
connect unless they
can have a face to
face conversation
with someone. I
wouldn't have
professional
resources on four
continents if I did that.

Some people will not accept approaches from
complete strangers. I usually review their profile to
see if we have common interests or can assist one
another. If they have pointed out some mutual
reason in their invitation I tend to err on the side of
“why not?”

Do not choose automatic connection.

My one unchangeable rule is that I never connect
with people that do not provide a photo in their
profile.

Opt out of the choice of sending all of them a
generic invitation to connect.

There are two kinds of people that are key
connections.

Connect one on one. Write personalized
invitations to those you trust and want to
maintain a relationship with. LinkedIn will let you
know which of your contacts you are not yet
connected with.

1. You need to connect with people in your

industry and/or affiliated industries.
2. You should connect with people that fit your

description of an ideal client or customer.

Do not limit your connections to only people in
An additional benefit is that the software will
power positions.
analyze your contacts and serve up suggestions
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The individual that is a beginning sales person
today will move to a more important position at
some time. They will trust the people that have
been in their connections for a while. The middle
manager will either stay in that kind of position or
garner more responsibility. Either way, they can
help you reach your goals.

have LinkedIn advise you when activity occurs.
Group advisories (Click Interests| Groups on
the Navigation bar and then the settings gear
symbol)

Mentoring will build connections that
outshine all others.
When you opt to connect with a person you see
as powerful tell them why. And make sure that
you don't waste their time.
Ask for introductions
Early on, the software allows you to send an
invitation to connect with just about anyone. But
beware if you try connecting with folks that you
don’t know you could wind up not being able to
connect because you don’t know the target’s email!
Joining groups makes this easier.

Click Member Settings to select the frequency
and method you want ot be advised of the
activities of the group.

Groups are not for marketing yourself but rather
for building relationships, thought leadership and
reputation.
Lurk, evaluate and then go pearl diving.
Groups are your gateway to better connections,
a wealth of industry knowledge and a way to
understand what is going on in the mind of
prospects. Before you join any group, visit, take
a look around and see what is going on. Review
the discourse. Check the publications of the
apparent key figures. Determine if you can add
to the primary interests or answer recurring
questions. Be very selective. Then jump in.
If you see someone in the group that is not
already a first degree connection send them a
personal message saying you would like to
connect and stating that you're in the same
group. Once they respond, send the invitation to
connect.
Participating in groups means involving yourself
on a regular basis. The nice thing is that you can

Your options are:
1.
2.

An e-mail for each new discussion
A digest of group activity
·
Daily
·
Weekly

This allows you to stay on top of group activities
without having tg put it on your calendar to check
and gives you a way to quickly sort through
multiple groups.
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P U B L I S H
Imagine the power of being able to publish to
your connections, your groups and all the
members of LinkedIn!
Click Home then Publish a Post.

The interface is simple, intuitive and if you've
used just about any WYSIWYG editor even
better. Some tips to make your post help build
your business:
·
Pick a powerful photo
·
Use a grabber title that is short enough
to fit the display piece in your profile
·
Direct it to your ideal client
·
Include a dollop of promotion but never
overlook useful content
·
Put a call to action in the copy
·
Changing type sizes, fonts and colors
is okay (as long as it doesn't look like
an explosion in a type factory!)
Now Share it with all your groups
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

Click on your profile(not in edit mode)
Click on the title of your post
Click the share button
Click post to groups
Use either the title of your post or a
question
Add some teaser copy in description
Click Groups
Type in the letter A and select the
group you want to post to from the
drop down
Do the same with B and so on.
Click share

Two Examples:
Photo
Hook
Comments
Likes
Views

New Version Note that photo size is 698 x400 jpg or png
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D A I L Y
Daily routine (Note: I have and recommend the
Premium service)
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Log in
Check red flags for
·
Messages
·
Notifications
Minutes
·
Invitations
Click through to see who has reviewed
my profile.
Review activity in groups (Daily and
weekly summaries)
Respond as required.

15

I respond to all messages unless they are
blatant sales attempts (seldom, but it does
happen). I look at notifications and elect to
review it further or respond. The most enjoyable
is letting someone who is now following me
know that I appreciate their interest. Invitations
get a quick look to see if they are custom or not.
If they pass that hurdle I review the profile. If
apropos, I respond.
Want to expand your connections and be more
memorable? Try letting people know that you
appreciate them taking a look at your profile.

Then ask them how you can help them. I now
have professionals on four continents that help
me stay on top of a part of technology that
changes faster and more often than the weather.
At most that will take 15 minutes. Normally it is
less than five.
Weekend Routine
Like many senior officers I got in the habit of
making Saturday morning (when I'm in town) my
catch up day. That's when I look at where the
business is going and take action on the things
that build the business over time.
Publishing on LinkedIn is one of those
things.
I seldom do new material for LinkedIn but rather
repurpose older materials. Even though my blog
is automatically uploaded to social media the
ability to connect with all my group members is a
powerful incentive to take the extra five minutes
to share the latest or to publish something from
my library of resources each week.
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E X P E R T
This consultant to
management is an expert at
business development.
He has raised over $500,000 in
private funding for a start up in
just 17 days, increased the first
quarter sales of a consulting
firm by over $1.2 Million with a
single suggestion, doubled
sales in a world class agency
in a scant nine months and
introduced over 207 new
products and services...
successfully.
Jerry is CEO of Z-axis
Marketing, Inc.
It is the firm he founded in
1990 after leaving his CEO slot
in a Portland, OR ad agency. In
addition, he has become a sought-after professional speaker, author of
three books, ten audio and four video programs.
His strategic marketing approach can help you “take it up a
notch”.
Jerry has made his mark birthing new high-tech companies in garages,
counseling the mighty in their board-rooms, and working with
successful companies of all sizes in conference rooms and kitchens to
“take it up another notch.”
He provides Start-ups, Professional Practices and Small to Midsized companies a unique skill set.
His knowledge of contact management systems, referral based
marketing and the complexities of internet marketing blended with
years as the CEO of an ad agency and PR firm plus experience as the
COO of a world class Direct Marketing firm make him one of a very few
experts in both on and off-line marketing.
His counsel grows the trust to build businesses, careers
and lives of joy ... on and off-line
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A partial list of
organizations that have
profited from Jerry’s
experience:
ADC Kentrox ASTD AlloyRed
Automobile Service Association
American Marketing Association
APS Association of Accounting
Marketing Association of
Home Businesses Association
of Legal Administrators
Bank of America The Bentley
Company Biamp Business
Printing The Center for Estate
Planning Computer Consultants
of Oregon Conquent
Creative Media Development
Digimarc ESA Executive
Finance Executive Officers Club
Gefffen Mesher Graphic Media
Hamers & Okawa Hoffman,
Stewart & Schmidt International
Association of Career
Management Professionals
Leo Law Offices Lewis &
Associates McGee Financial
Group Metro RV Dealers
MPI National Association
of Purchasing Managers
Executives International Rosen
Brown Direct Seaberg
National Association of
Professional Organizers
NW Coaches Association
NW Concrete Pipe Association
Opt Up Northwest Airlines
Oregon Business Travel
Association Portland Area
Business Association Perkins
& Co. P.C. Portland Oregon
Visitors Association Pearson
Financial Pentax PGE
Sprint PCS Sumner Financial
Group Tektronix The Grew
Company The Maixner Group
UniTrek U.S. Bank U.S.
Department of Energy V2A
Solutions Voice Stream
Wavefront WBH Financial
Services Wing Ventures

Marketing, Inc.
32475 Armitage Road
Wilsonville, Oregon 97070
Jerry@Z-axisMarketing.com
Toll Free: 800/533-2893
Phone: 503/694-5849
Fax: 503/694-5177

